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It Is the culmInatIon of more than 130 years of refIned  

craftsmanshIp, and yet It captures the essence of modern  

workspace. Its the product of more than three years of  

research, consultatIon and development - and of our ongoIng  

love affaIr wIth beautIful, natural, sustaInable wood. latItude 

Is our fInest and proudest achIevement yet In prIvate offIce  

furnIshIngs, and It delIvers a value proposItIon unlIke  

anythIng that has come before It.

 finish: natural walnut
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 finish: clear sycamore finish: clear sycamore
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LATITUDE
Quarter cut and rift cut veneers - the very best  

available, harvested sustainably, in a wide range of  

standard as well as custom species - are sourced and 

selected by hand, and chosen carefully for every office. 

whether it is for one office or a hundred, every office  

suite is individually made, piece by piece, to create  

extraordinarily beautiful workspaces. even the drawers  

are special in this product: made of wood, with  

dovetailed construction, and self-closing - they are  

in keeping with the exacting workmanship that goes  

into every latitude piece.
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 finish: natural walnut



pull detail storage unit and open bookcase

desk return over pedestal

LATITUDE | OPTIONS

worksurfaces are designed for efficiency and attractiveness: devices can be plugged in at 

the front edge of tops for easy access. adjoining worksurfaces can be the same height as the 

primary worksurface, or at a lower level. some worksurfaces have a pedestal that attractively 

and usefully extends out from the end of the top, increasing space and legroom under the 

worksurface. cabling is channeled with an accessible trough system through the product to 

wall and floor connections.
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 finish: natural walnut



ped detail wood wall with shelving

mounted overhead with sliding doors
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doors are available in wood and back-painted glass, and can be hinged, and for overhead storage can also be sliding.  

shelving can be enclosed for storage, or configured as open shelving for more decorative use.
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 finish: natural walnut


